Signode coding, marking and labeling systems
for Lumber and Panel products

Signode provides coding, marking and labeling solutions for the lumber and panel industry. From label applicators, capable of applying preprinted labels to the end of boards to multi-technology direct-to-product printing solutions, we have a variety of options available to suit both large and small operations.

Signode’s automated printing and labeling equipment is easy to use and will integrate seamlessly into your production line. With PLC based programming, our equipment is easy to manage and allows you to adjust your printing message and parameters between jobs quickly and effortlessly. Built-in features like emergency clear functions and error detection systems minimize downtime.

At Signode, we support all our product applications with our own technical resources, operator training and maintenance and repair services. We offer toll-free technical assistance 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and provide 24-hour emergency shipment of stocked parts. We have over 70 factory direct service technicians to help keep your system running smoothly.

Signode’s Industry Specialists can evaluate your application requirements and work with you to select an ideal solution for your production operation.

Direct-to-product printing solutions
Signode’s direct-to-product printing systems print grade information, logos and bar codes directly onto lumber and panel products. Capable of printing variable information in multiple colors, our systems offer high speed printing, maximum resolution quality and precise placement for maximum speed and efficiency.

Compliance specification labeling
Signode’s labeling systems are easy to use and integrate seamlessly into your production line. Featuring high-speed applicators, extremely low maintenance and virtually non-stop production capability, our label applicators are built for maximum efficiency. Labels are designed to withstand the elements and affix to lumber regardless of its condition.

Lumber and panel wrap solutions
Signode’s lumber and panel wrap printing solutions offer customers customized wrap printing for load identification and barcoding, reducing material and labor costs. With the capability of printing tailored information without length or detail limitations, our lumber and panel wrap printing systems offer more flexibility and versatility.
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